USING VISUAL & GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS TO LEARN & REMEMBER
When you create visual and graphic organizers, you tend to select and process information at a deeper
level, which increases the likelihood that you will understand and learn the material better. As you look
through the three different types of organizers below, reflect on which ones will work in your current
classes.

LINEAR ARRAYS






Linear arrays are useful when information has an internal linear structure, such as steps in a
process or events on a timeline.
A simple linear array can mark historical events or major parts of a process by using a horizontal
or vertical line.
A hierarchy or tree structure can be used for items that are a part of a group.
A flow chart shows a progression through a sequence of operations.
An Example of a Vertical Array

An Example of a Hierarchy

An Example of a Tree Structure

An Example of a Flow Chart

MATRICES




The purpose of the matrix is to compare topics across several dimensions.
Filling in cells allows you to condense large amounts of information into one organizer.
To study, try turning the dimensions into questions and answering them.
Example of a Matrix

MAPS




Maps are visual attempts to represent relationships among various concepts and data. They can
range from simple to elaborate.
Effective maps often use color.
Two types of frequently used maps are concept maps and networks.
o Concept maps allow you to group related information into two- or three-level drawings.
o Networks are the most complex and the most powerful types of maps. They build on a
concept map, but all the links between the items are labeled to identify relationships.

Example of a Concept Map Using the Bubble Format

Example of a Concept Map Using the Spider Format

Example of a Process Network

Note the use of letters between the nodes to indicate relationship and the key for the letters.
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